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A. THE EMPEROR, THE JURISTS, AND THE HORSE 

1. Continuator of Otto of Morena (c. 1220) 

MGH, Scriptores 18 (1863) 607 (in Pennington, 16 n. 34) 

When the lord Frederick the emperor was once riding on a palfrey between Sirs Bulgarus and Martinus, 
he asked them whether he was lord [dominus, the word also means ‘owner’] of the world.  And Sir Bulgarus 
replied that he was not owner (dominus) so far as property was concerned.  Sir Martinus, however, replied 
that he was lord (dominus).  And then the lord emperor, when he got down off the palfrey, had it presented 
to the said Sir Martinus.  Sir Bulgarus, however, when he heard this, concocted this elegant turn of phrase: “I 
lost an equine, because I upheld equity—which was not equitable.” 

2. Azo, Summa Codicis 3.13 (On the jurisdiction of all judges) 

(Pennington, p. 18 n. 47) 

Does this pure power (merum imperium) pertain only to the prince?  And some say that he alone has it.  
And it is said to be pure in him because he has it without any magistrate over him (sine prelatura alicuius).  
But certainly exalted magistrates also have pure power if the definition of the law that I have just given is 
good.  For even the governors of provinces have the power of the sword, as [D.1.18.6.8].  Municipal 
magistrates, however, do not have it, as [(probably) D.2.1.12].  I say, however, that full or most full 
jurisdiction pertains to the prince alone, but pure power also to other exalted podestà, although on account of 
this I lost [one early MS. says ‘he lost’] a horse, which was not equitable. 

3. C.7.37.3 (Bene a Zenone) (Justinian, 531) 

(S.P. Scott trans. with corrections and with the Accursian gloss) 

The Emperor Justinian to Florus: It was very properly  provided by the Emperor Zeno of divine memory, 
in the case of fiscal alienation, that persons who obtain property from our treasury by way of donation, 
purchase, or any other kind of alienation—if anything should arise to impugn the validity of the contract, 
either on the ground of eviction, or to produce any other annoyance with reference to the ownership or 
hypothecation of the property—shall not suffer any loss; and that no suits can be brought against the 
purchasers, or those who have received the property by way of donation, or who have possession of the 
same under any other title; but they can only be brought against the treasury within the term of four years, 
which, having elapsed, no action will lie against the treasury. 

We know that this rule is constantly observed in fiscal alienations, but that it is not observed in the case 
of property acquired from private resources of the Emperor, and from the funds of the treasury.  This is 
unreasonable, for why should such a difference be established when everything is understood to belong to 
the prince, whether what is alienated is derived from his private property, or from that belonging to the 
treasury? 

In like manner, when anything is alienated by the empress, why should it not enjoy the same privilege?  
Our stewards, by whom we are accustomed to administer our estates when anything is sold, are required to 
attach to the bills of sale agreements with reference to eviction, and others having a view to private 
convenience, and to acknowledge obligations of this kind in instruments relating to alienations, as well as 
those concerning changes or compromises, where such transactions take place.  This also refers to those who 
do not acknowledge the imperial majesty, nor realize what a distance exists between private fortune and 
imperial rank, but attempt to injure and cause loss to our stewards, by whom the affairs of the imperial 
household are conducted. 

For the purpose of correcting all these things, we order by this general rule, which shall be valid for all 
time, that every alienation proceeding from the imperial palace, whether it is made by us or by her august 
majesty the empress, or by those who may hereafter by worthy of the imperial name—whether the property 
has already been alienated, or may be alienated hereafter—shall remain irrevocable; whether the transfer has 
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been by us in person, or by our agents pursuant to our authority.  And let no one be so bold as to bring suit 
against those who acquire such property under any title whatsoever, whether the said property be movable, 
immovable, or capable of moving itself, or whether it consists of incorporeal rights or civil privileges, or 
think that there is any way open for him to molest them, but every avenue shall be closed, and every method 
of procedure, and every hope of the tolerance of such malignancy, shall be excluded. 

They shall, however, have the right to bring actions in rem or hypothecary actions against us within the 
term of four years, as they can do against the treasury, if they think that they are entitled to such actions; and 
such a cause shall proceed by our order and be decided in the proper manner.  When, however, the said term 
of four years has elapsed, no one will be entitled to bring any suit whatsoever against us.  Therefore, because 
we know that not only we ourselves but also our illustrious consort the empress has already given, sold, and 
alienated much property in other ways, and that our liberality as well as that of our illustrious consort the 
empress has been, above all, displayed with reference to churches, hospitals, poorhouses, as well as bishops, 
monks, and innumerable other persons, we order that they also shall hold by indisputable title what they 
have acquired, and that no proceeding shall be instituted against them, and that, within the term of four years 
from the present time, they [presumably adverse claimants] shall all have a right to bring suit against us to 
recover said property; but they are hereby notified that, after the said term of four years has expired, they 
shall be entitled to no recourse against us.  For as imperial rank is entitled to many privileges, all imperial 
donations shall be irrevocable, without being recorded, and the title to any property which the illustrious 
emperor may have given to his august consort temporarily, or during marriage, or which he himself may 
have received from his illustrious consort the empress as a donation shall immediately become complete, 
without being subject to confirmation by time, and this shall be considered an imperial privilege.  For why 
should those who, giving their advice and their efforts, toil day and night for the benefit of the entire world, 
not enjoy privileges becoming their rank? 

Therefore your excellency as well as all our other judges shall cause these provisions to be observed 
which we have promulgated for the honor of the imperial name, and for the security of those who have 
experienced our bounty, and which shall be valid from the time when by the divine will we assumed 
imperial insignia. 

Everything to the prince.  Even as to property, as M. said to the prince at Roncaglia, through fear or 
favor.  And for this proposition, see D.1.14.3 at the end [suggesting that the emperor has the power to free 
any slave he wishes].  But Bulgarus said the contrary there.  And explain it this way: so far as protection and 
jurisdiction [are concerned everything is the prince’s].  In this way the sea shores in the Roman empire are 
said to belong to the Roman people, as [D.43.8.3].  Or more truly, everything is his, that it to say, things 
belonging to the fisc and his patrimony, as the argument is expounded in [D.43.8.2 and D.43.8.3].  Whence 
my book does not belong to the prince, but direct action for vindication is given to me not to the prince.  
Accursius. 

4. D.14.2.9 

(On the Rhodian law with the Accursian gloss) 

Volusius Maeianus, From the Rhodian law.  Petition of Eudaemon of Nicomedia to the Emperor 
Antoninus: “Antoninus, King and Lord, we were shipwrecked in Icaria and robbed by the people of the 
Cyclades.”  Antoninus replied to Eudaemon: “I am master of the world [tou kosmou kyrios, dominus mundi 
in the translation that Accursius was using], but the law of the sea must be judged by the sea law of the 
Rhodians where our own law does not conflict with it.”  Augustus, now deified, decided likewise. 

Petition.  Some people take this as a law and some subsume it under the preceding law.  And note that it 
is read in two ways.  According to one way it is an argument for custom that derogates from the law. 
Accursius. 

Lord of the world.  Understand “I am” [as the translation does]. 

Must be judged.  That is, it is to be observed in judgments in such a way that no law can be cited in 
opposition to the custom of seafarers, as some say ... but badly.  You however say that the aforesaid law is to 
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be followed, that is the sea-law and their custom, only in those things in which it does not contradict our law, 
for the goods of those shipwrecked are to be restored to them, as [D.14.2.8; D.47.9.12]. 

5. X 1.6.34 (=3 Comp. 1.5.3) (Innocent III, Venerabilem) (1202) 

(with the gloss of Johannes Teutonicus [Pennington, p. 32 n. 102]) 

[This is a very long decretal in which Innocent III lays down rules for regulating imperial elections upon 
the death of Frederick Barbarossa.  Johannes is commenting on the following passage that deals with the 
German princes who claimed the right to elect the emperor:] Truly, we recognize that the right and power of 
electing a king to be promoted afterwards to emperor belongs to those princes to whom by law and ancient 
custom it is known to pertain, especially since this right and power came to them through the apostolic see 
which transferred the Roman empire from the Greeks to the Germans in the person of that distinguished man 
Charlemagne. 

To the Germans.  The emperor is over all kings, as [C.7 q.1 c.41] and all nations are under him, as [C.11 
q.1 c.37], for he is lord of the world [D.14.2.9].  Even the Jews are under him [C.1.9(12).8] and all provinces 
are under him [D.63 c.22], unless they can show themselves to be exempt [D.50.15.8].  None of the kings 
can have prescribed an exemption, since prescription has no place in this [X 2.26.17].  A kingdom cannot 
have been exempted from imperial authority, since it would be without at head [D.21 c.8] and it would be a 
monster without a head.  Rather all must give the emperor tribute, unless they are exempt [D.50.15.8].  All 
things are in the power of the emperor.  [C.23 q.8 c.21; C.7.37.3]. 

[The substance of this gloss is repeated in Johannes’s ordinary gloss to the Decreta (D.63 c.22).  It was 
also carried over into Bernard of Parma’s ordinary gloss on the decretals, and was repeated in substance in 
Durantis’s great treatise on procedure, the Speculum iudiciale.] 

6. Odofredus, Commentaria in Digestum 2.1.3 

(Pennington, p. 25 nn. 75–7) 

Ulpian, Edict, book 1.  Imperium is pure or mixed.  To have pure imperium is to have the power of the 
sword to punish the wicked and this is also called potestas.  Imperium is mixed where it also carries 
jurisdiction to grant bonorum possessio.  Such jurisdiction also includes the power to appoint a judge. 

Imperium.  Here it is customary to ask to whom does pure imperium pertain?  And certainly we say that 
pure imperium pertains to the prince by excellence and after the prince to other major and most distinguished 
magistrates, for if a provincial governor has pure imperium, as [D.1.18.6.8], how much more so the greater 
judges?  Whence [a story about] the lord Henry the father of Frederick II who was ruling forty years ago:  At 
that time Sir Azo and Sir Lotarius were teaching in this city and the emperor called them to him for a certain 
business, and while he was riding one day with them, he posed this question: “Gentlemen, tell me to whom 
pure imperium pertains.”  Sir Azo said to Sir Lotarius, “You tell me.”  Although Sir Lotarius was a better 
knight, nonetheless, Azo was better in our law.  (And you ought to know that Sir Lotarius greatly loved the 
ladies, and gazed on them freely, although afterwards he was made archbishop of Pisa, and on account of 
him two decretals were written [X 2.2.12; X 2.26.17 (neither of which has anything to do with scandalous 
behavior of the archbishop)].)  And since Sir Lotarius said:  “Since Sir Azo wants me to speak first, I tell 
you that pure imperium pertains to you alone and to none other.”  Afterwards the emperor asked Azo, “What 
will you say?”  Sir Azo said, “In our laws it is said that other judges have the power of the sword, but you 
have [it] by excellence.  Nonetheless, other judges have it too, such as governors of provinces [D.1.18.6.8], 
[and] much more so other greater [magistrates].  Insofar as you have not revoked the jurisdiction of 
magistrates, others can exercise pure imperium.”  When they had returned to the palace, the lord emperor 
sent Sir Lotario a horse, and nothing to Sir Azo.  Whence Sir Azo said in the summary of this title, “I say 
that pure imperium belongs to the prince alone by excellence; nonetheless others can exercise pure 
imperium, such as the governors of provinces; and much more so the greater judges according to 
[D.1.18.6.8].  On account of these words we lost a horse, which was not equitable, because I spoke the law 
well and not Sir Lotarius.” 
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7. Odofredus, Commentaria in Codicem 7.37.3 

(Pennington, 24 nn. 71, 73) 

Everything to the prince.  Here Sir Martinus wanted to gather that the emperor is owner of every single 
thing.  Again for his opinion he cited the law which says that the emperor can give our lands to soldiers for 
their support, as [D.6.1.15; D.21.2.11] and because in the book of Kings it says “our daughters” [1 Sam. 
8:13].  Again for his opinion he cited [D.1.14.3] and thus he responded to Frederick I when he was at 
Roncaglia, through fear or favor.  But Bulgarus said to the contrary in the same place.  But we say to the 
contrary, because since someone has an action to vindicate his thing, as [C.3.29.9], therefore the emperor 
does not have the action to vindicate, because two people cannot be completely [in solidum] the owner of 
one thing [D.13.6.5.15 (a famous text denying the possibility of two ownership interests in one thing; co-
owners, properly speaking, each own an “undivided share” (pro indiviso)].  And Sir Bulgarus understood 
what is said here “all to the prince” to apply to protection or jurisdiction, or, more truly, things belonging to 
the treasury and things belonging to his patrimony.  It is no objection that there are laws which say that the 
emperor may give our lands to soldiers for support, because this is true [only] when the price is given to us, 
as [C.7.13.4]. 

B. HOSTIENSIS ON PAPAL POWER 

[Note: Pennington extracts these glosses from manuscript sources.  The printed edition of Hostiensis (Venice, 1581) 
follows, by and large, what Pennington calls the the “second recension.”  The printed glosses (and, I suspect, the 
manuscript ones) are considerably longer than what Pennington gives, and in many cases fill out the argument.  
Hostiensis is not as jerky and cryptic as the extracts below make him appear to be.] 

1. X 1.7.3 (Innocent III, Quanto personam) (1198) 

(with the glosses of Laurentius Hispanus and Hostiensis) 

Innocent III to Peter the scholar of Mainz: 

Although the person of the bishop of Hildesheim [we love with sincere affection], he, abandoning the 
church of Hildesheim, transferred himself to the church of Würzburg on his own authority, not mindful that 
Truth protests in the Gospel, “What God has joined let not man separate.”  The Lord and master retained the 
power of transferring bishops to himself in such a way that he granted and conceded it by a special privilege 
only to blessed Peter his vicar and through him to his successors, as ancient practice, to which the decrees of 
the fathers order reverence to be paid, attests, and as the sanctions of the sacred canons plainly assert.  For it 
is not man but God who separates whom the Roman Pontiff, who performs on earth the function not of a 
simple man but of the true God, separates, having weighed the necessity of the churches and their utility, by 
divine rather than human authority.  Lest the perversity of this deed become an example for the 
presumptuous, which indeed, if it is true, cannot but become notorious, we command him that he entirely 
withdraw from the administration of the church of Würzburg.  Further, since the canons of Würzburg plainly 
conferred their vows on him unlawfully, wishing, as is fitting, that they be punished as they have sinned, we 
suspend them this time from the power of election.  Because, moreover, he so improperly abandoned the 
church of Hildesheim, to which he was bound, from which according to the Apostle he ought not to seek 
dissolution, we strictly forbid him from returning to it, since according to the canonical tradition he who 
transfers to a greater people ought to be repelled from the foreign seat and lose his own, so that he might 
neither preside over those whom he spurned through pride nor over those whom he desired through avarice. 

Simple man (Laurentius Hispanus, c. 1215) (Pennington, 47): Hence [the pope] is said to have divine will 
[arbitrium, the word can mean “discretion”].  [C.1.1.1.1]  O, how great is the power of the prince; he 
changes the nature of things by applying the essences of one thing to another, argument [C. 6.43.2], and he 
can make iniquity from justice by correcting any canon or law, for in these things his will is held to be 
reason, argument [I.1.2.6].  And there is no one in this world who would say to him, “Why do you do this?” 
[De pen. D.3 d.p.21]  He is held, nevertheless, to shape this power to the public good. 

Function (Hostiensis, Pennington, 51): Therefore the consistory of God and of the pope are to be 
regarded as one and the same thing [VI 2.15.2], for he holds the very place of God [X 3.12.1] and in binding 
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and in loosing whatever he does is ratified, for the key does not err.  This is how you should understand 
[C.24 q.1 c.6] and you have the same thing in [X 1.7.1].  And briefly, except for sin, he can do almost 
anything like God [De pen. D.2 c.5?] where you should say what is noted in [X 3.8.4] and [X 3.34.7]. 

2. X 1.7.1 

(Cum ex illo, Innocent III) (1198) 

Innocent III to the patriarch of Antioch: 

Since by the general privilege which our Lord granted to blessed Peter and through him to the Roman 
church canonical institutions afterwards flowed by which greater causes concerning the church ought to be 
brought to the apostolic see, and because of this translations of bishops and changes of sees pertain to the 
bishop of the highest apostolic see of right, nor should any changes be made about these things without his 
consent.  We marvel that you translated L. elect of Apamia [? a metropolitan of Armenia] to the church of 
Tripoli, and by a new kind of change made the greater small and diminished in a way the great, made a 
bishop out of an archbishop, even presuming to “de-ararchbishop” [someone].  Although the aforesaid L. 
had not yet been consecrated an archbishop, he had received the office of confirmation and was exercising 
archiepiscopal functions insofar as was permitted to him, as he tells us in his referral, and he asserts that the 
bishop of Valania had confirmed him.  Lest therefore others be allowed to perpetrate similar audacities, we 
order you to be suspended from confirming bishops. 

Privilege (Hostiensis, Pennington, p. 51): In a broad sense all power is from the Lord God, whence 
[Paul’s letter to the] Romans c. 13: “There is no power except from God.  Therefore whoever resists power,” 
etc.  Therefore it is said that both of them, specifically sacerdotium and imperium, come from the same 
[source].  [Nov.6.6]  Concerning the superority of the pope, however, note fully [X 4.17.13; VI 5.4.1]. 

3. X 1.7.2 

(Innocent III, Inter corporalia) (1199) 

Innocent III to the dean and chapter of Anger: 

Between corporal and spiritual things we recognize this difference, that corporal things are more easily 
destroyed than built and spiritual things are more easily built than destroyed.  Whence according to the 
canonical sanctions a bishop can give the honor [of being bishop], alone he cannot take it away.  Bishops 
also take their office of consecration from their metropolitans, but they cannot be condemned except by the 
Roman pontiff.  Since therefore the spiritual bond is stronger than the carnal, it ought not to be doubted that 
the almighty God has reserved the spiritual bond which is between a bishop and his church to be dissolved 
by his judgment alone.  He has also reserved the dissolution of the carnal marriage which is between man 
and woman to his judgment alone, commanding that those whom God has joined let not man separate.  Not 
human power but rather divine dissolves the spiritual marriage when by translation, deposition or cession by 
authority of the Roman pontiff (who acts, as is apparent, as the vicar of Jesus Christ) a bishop is removed 
from his church.  And therefore these three things which we mentioned are reserved to the Roman pontiff 
alone not only by canonical constitution but also by divine institution.  And just as a consecrated bishop 
should not leave his see without license of the Roman pontiff, so also a confirmed elect, since it ought not to 
be doubted that after election and canonical confirmation there is a spiritual contract between the persons of 
the electors and the elect, to which the further episcopal dignity adds nothing, since someone endowed with 
episcopal dignity can, nonetheless, be bishop of no church, as happens to him who renounces the pontifical 
burden but not the honor.  Whence, since there is no greater bond of a bishop to his church than that of an 
elect, especially when he is confirmed, but rather the very same and no other, the same law obtains in both.  
[The decretal goes on to expound the law just announced and to answer a particularly knotty problem 
concerning the bishop-elect of Avranches, but the passages glossed are those given above.] 

Dissolved (Hostiensis, Pennington, p. 51): Because what is done by the authority of the pope is 
understood to be done by the authority of God, and because he is his vicar, as follows.  And because he has 
this power from God, as above [X 1.7.1].  And this is proved by [C.24 q.1 c.6; C.24 q.3 c.4; C.11 q.3 c.31; 
VI 5.4.1] 
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4. X 3.8.4 

(Innocent III, Proposuit) (1198) 

Innocent III to the provost and chapter of Cambrai: 

T. the priest proposed to us that when C[lement III] our predecessor sent an apostolic mandate to you to 
receive T. as a brother and assign to him the next vacant prebend in your gift in your church, making the 
dean of Reims the executor, the dean, finding you contumacious, invested him in the next vacant prebend in 
your church which pertained to the gift of the chapter.  But when the prebend which pertained to your gift in 
the church of Cambrai became vacant, you assigned it to others.  Our same predecessor, however, wishing to 
ratify what had been done by the same dean, quashed the collation of the prebend which you had made and 
invested T. by a ring.  Although it is not our intention to ratify investitures made against the canonical 
institutes of [benefices] to become vacant, although according to the plenitude of power we could dispense 
over the law, mindful, however, that the same priest was not invested by our predecessor with a [benefice] to 
become vacant but one that was vacant, that it to say, of one that was understood to be vacant after the 
quashing of the grant made by you, we command that having removed from this prebend any detainer, you 
assign it to T. with full canonical honor. 

Dispense (Hostiensis, Pennington, 60 nn. 85, 87): Even against the Apostle without, however, breach of 
faith [D.34 c.18 (concerning clerks who marry widows)] or against a canon of the apostles [D.78 cc. 4–5 
(concerning the age for ordination)] or against the Old Testament so far as tithes are concerned ...  .  He 
cannot, however, dispense against the general state of the church which I understand to mean in subversion 
of the faith.  Otherwise I do not deny him anything, even if wishes to change squares into circles.  But what 
if he wants to issue a statute that all the clergy could marry, since divine law does not forbid clerical 
marriages?  (But [a contrary argument would be that] he cannot dispense the monastic rule forbidding a 
monk to have property, as is noted below [X 3.35.6].)  This alone you should believe: he can dispense in all 
things provided that he does not violate the faith and provided that his dispensation does not lead to mortal 
sin, subversion of the faith, or danger for the salvation of souls.  In these matters, he has no power against 
God. ... So, he may dispense from canon law generally and from divine law when he is not prohibited from 
dispensing and where there is no obvious mortal sin. 

Over the law (Hostiensis, Pennington, 58): As if he says, we are bound by no law but rather we are 
placed above all laws and councils ... .  This [law], however, is fitting for us, even though it does not bind us.  
[D.1.3.31; C.1.14.4]  Truly, because it conforms to our will, it is to be obeyed even though it is hard ... . 
Nonetheless I hand over a rule to you: that the pope of his own accord has so much power that even if he 
does and says whatever he pleases, he cannot be accused or condemned by any man, so long as he is not a 
heretic ... .  He can, however, and ought to be warned in secret or even openly, if he sins mortally, for willy-
nilly he is subject to the truth of the Gospel so far as warnings are concerned ... .  But as to the matter that he 
speaks of here, he is not subject to the church except in heresy.  I shall, however, say this, if he is impenitent, 
that it is for the church to pray to God that He inspire him and for the church triumphant to pray for him 
[translation uncertain]; otherwise, even if the emperor and all the clergy and  people should gather together, 
they cannot judge him, but [can] warn him that his very soul is in his own hands, particularly to him [who is] 
above all others, [and] if he should so die, a terrible judgment awaits him and unbearable suffering ... .  Over 
subjects, however, he has such plenitude of power that as soon as he commands something, he is to be 
obeyed, even if there is doubt whether it is a mortal sin, so long as conscience can be overcome ... .  But if 
one is certain that the pope’s command would result in mortal sin, then the heavenly pope should be obeyed. 
... The church triumphant never fails, and has not failed.  If your conscience dictates that you should not 
obey, you should stand by your conscience, but endure excommunication patiently ... even if your 
conscience is in error, unless you can detect it ... .  In every case in which you would commit a mortal sin by 
breaking divine law, you should not obey.  If a mortal sin is committed by breaking human or canon law, 
then the pope should always be obeyed. ...  And thus you should understand that when Innocent says “over 
the law,” it means positive law. 
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5. X 3.34.7 

(Innocent III, Magne devotionis) (1198) 

Innocent III to the bishop of Troyes: 

Of great devotion, etc.  When the church of Troyes was burdened contrary to ecclesiastical liberty, and 
you believed that the same church could most easily be aided by no one other than the count of Campania, 
who at that time was overseas [on a crusade], you proposed to go to him and as a sign of your pilgrimage 
and devotion to the Holy Land you took up the cross of the Lord.  Although when you heard of his death you 
saw your intention frustrated, you nonetheless did not wish to return to your own without consulting the 
apostolic see, but coming to the City [i.e., Rome] you expressed your proposal for the state of the church of 
Troyes.  Truly, we think that three things are to be attended to in this matter: what it permissible according 
to equity, what is fitting according to honesty, and what is expedient according to utility.  Clearly, it does not 
seem permissible that you go against a lawful vow, since the voice of the prophet cries: “Vow and render to 
the Lord your God,” [Ps. 75.12], where the first [verb] refers to counsel and the second to command.  Nor 
does it seem fitting, since it is written in the Gospel, “No one putting his hand to the plough and looking 
back is fit for the reign of God.”  [Cf. Lk. 9:62.]  Nor does it seem to be expedient since out of your 
absolution scandal could be generated in the minds of laymen, who would say “Where is the God of the 
clerics?” [an echo of the Psalms, “The nations ask: Where is their God?”] and who would believe by this 
example that they are not bound to observe their oaths.  For what is done by prelates is easily turned into an 
example by subjects, as the Lord says to Moses in Leviticus [Lev. 4.4], “If a priest, who is anointed, sins, he 
will make the people delinquent.”  However, the deficiencies of an age of life growing old and white hair, 
which scarcely can bear its labors and sorrows, argues to the contrary, and the cries of the church of Troyes, 
to whom you are bound with a bond of pastoral care, without the assent of which you probably ought not to 
have uttered your pilgrimage oath.  Also, the vow itself, which in its form was holy and honest, seems 
unlawful because of the person of the one who vowed.  For since by canonical institutes a clerk ought not 
make a pilgrimage without the license of his bishop, and a bishop not less but rather more is bound to the 
apostolic see, it might be arguable that without general or special license you ought not to have taken a vow 
of pilgrimage, by which you would be absent for such a long time.  Since moreover in the old law, in which 
a command of the Lord did not bind less than a vow binds today in the church, the first-born, which were 
mandated to be offered to the Lord, were sometimes offered, such as the first-born of the Levites, and 
sometimes redeemed, like [the first-born] of other tribes; some were commuted into something else, like the 
first-born of an ass, which was commuted for a sheep [cf. Ex. 34:19–20; Nu. 18:15];1 deriving from this that 
a vow can be commuted into another act of piety, not caring that the mouth of those who speak wicked 
things is speaking,2 because we are sure in the authority of him who when he heard from his disciples “Do 
you know that the Pharisees hearing this word are scandalized?”, replied “Let them be; they are blind and 
leaders of the blind” [Mt. 15.12], we grant license that the vow of pilgrimage can be commuted in this way, 
that expenses that you would incur in going, staying and coming back, you commit to some religious person 
to be transferred without any diminution to the necessary uses of that land [i.e., the Holy Land].  You should 
also recompense labor with labors, by keeping watchful vigils, devoutly spending time in prayer, and 
strongly practicing fasts.  It specially induced us to make this indulgence for you that you took this vow of 
pilgrimage to seek the liberty of the church of Troyes through the same count, who being removed from our 
midst, because the reasons have ceased, more easily can also its effects cease. 

Three (Hostiensis, Pennington, 62 nn. 90–2):  Which it is always important to consider in such matters, 
argument from [D.4 c.6; C.11 q.1 c.34], and especially the Roman church and pope who are above all ought 
[to consider] these things.  I ask, therefore, what is permitted to the apostolic see?  Reply: What have I 
asked?  Rather, what is not permitted?  It can do all things provided that it does not deviate from the faith.  
Saving that so long as the pope does not deviate from the faith, he cannot be condemned by anybody, as 

 
1 Although neither of these mentions a special rule for the Levites.  Cf. Lv. 27 and Nu. 30 on vows (suggested by Hostiensis). 
2 A reminiscence of Ps. 62:12 (Vulgate): ‘But the king shall rejoice in God; all they shall be praised that swear by him: because 

the mouth is stopped of them that speak wicked things.’ 
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appears above in what I said about [X 3.8.4], and this is to be understood so far as transgression of the law of 
Ten Commandments is concerned and all other things the commission or omission of which is regarded as 
mortal sin by divine law, either in the new or the old testaments, as is apparent above and is noted in [X 
5.19.4]3 and [X 1.4.11].4  It is otherwise in those things that are mortal sins by canon law, for in all of those 
anything is permissible [to the pope], as is apparent in [X 3.8.4].  Although, however, according to the 
aforesaid all things are permissible to the pope, I ask whether all these things are fitting for him?  I reply 
either there is sufficient cause for him to deviate from the written law or there is not.  If there is such a cause, 
everything that is permitted is fitting, and whatever is fitting is permitted, argument [X 5.1.18].  If, on the 
other hand, there is no cause, or there is one but it is not sufficient, it is not fitting for him in any way to 
deviate from the law.  [C.1.14.4; C.11 q.1 c.39; X 3.35.7]  The utility of the state and especially the church 
of God and the salvation of souls is always to be preferred to private utility ... .  In this place I put down this 
rule: When it is asked whether something is expedient, always excepting a perversion of justice, a greater is 
always preferred to a lesser utility provided that it is licit. 

6. X 3.32.7 

(Alexander III, Ex publico instrumento) 
(1159–81, dated in Donahue, “Dating” 78 as c.1173 X c.1176) 

Alexander III to the bishop of Brescia: 

By a public instrument we are informed that when the bishop of Verona took up a marriage case that was 
pending between the man A. and the woman M. to determine it, he approved the marriage by judicial 
sentence and ordered the woman to return to the man and treat him with conjugal affection.  When she 
refused, he bound her with the bond of excommunication.  Further, because, although she was espoused by 
the aforesaid man, she is still, as she asserts, unknown by him, we command that if the aforesaid man has 
not known her, and the woman wishes to transfer to religion, taking from her sufficient surety that she will 
either transfer to religion or return to her husband within the space of two months, you should absolve her 
from the sentence with which she is bound in such a way that if she goes to religion each will restore to the 
other what he or she is determined to have received from the other.  Clearly, what the Lord says in the 
Gospel, that it is not permitted to a man to dismiss his wife except for the cause of fornication, is to be 
understood according the interpretation of holy writ concerning those whose marriage is consummated by 
carnal coupling, without which it cannot be consummated. 

Consummated (Hostiensis, Pennington 65–7) [There are two recensions of this gloss.  The second 
contains the material set off in diamond brackets.  The printed edition combines the two.] Since the marriage 
has not been consummated, a couple may part with papal permission ... because an equal good has been 
substituted for the marriage ... but after consummation, this is no longer possible. ...  I  understand that when 
the pope permitted the wife to enter a monastery without her husband’s permission, he exercised his 
absolute, not his ordained power, unless there were another [here not expressed] reason for his action.  
Alexander did not issue this decretal without cause.  <But most likely it can be said that since the church has 
the power of restricting or relaxing impediments to marriage ... it can legislate that a spouse can enter a 
religious order, even though the other spouse is opposed, and, at the same time, permit the other to remarry, 
the impediment of the first marriage notwithstanding.  Cardinal deacon Matteo Rosso Orsini argued this 
position in my presence.  If you would ask, from where does this great power of the church come, see [X 
1.7.1–3].>  Therefore, the pope might have promulgated this constitution even with his ordained power.  

 
3 In X 5.19.4 (Super eo vero, Alexander III to the archbishop of Palermo) the archbishop had asked for a dispensation so that 

money could be placed out at usury (i.e., interest) and the proceeds used to redeem Christians enslaved by the Saracens.  Alexander 
replies: ‘Since the crime of usury is condemned in the pages of both testaments, we do not see how any dispensation can be made 
about this, because, since holy scripture prohibits lying to save the life of another, even more is someone to be prohibited from 
engaging in the crime of usury, even to redeem the life of captive.’ 

4 X 1.4.11 (Cum tanto, Gregory IX): ‘Since the greater the sin the longer it holds the unhappy soul bound, no one of sound mind 
understands that it is possible to derogate in any way from the natural law, the transgression of which leads to peril for the soul [a 
probable reference to mortal sin], by any custom, which is more truly to be called in this respect a corruption.  Although 
longstanding custom is not a bad authority, it is not good enough that it ought to generate prejudice to the positive law unless it is 
reasonable and lawfully prescriptive.’ 
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<When therefore there has been no joining of bodies, we do not offend God.  And in this case, we can make 
laws, insofar as we please, with our absolute power, that is plenitude of power.  This is true.  But it is not 
expedient that we loosen the reins too much; it is not safe.> 

7. X 3.35.6 

(Innocent III, Cum ad monasterium) (1202) 

Innocent III to the abbot and convent of Subiaco: 

[This long decretal calls the monks back to ancient rule, commanding them to give up fine clothing, 
abandon private property, keep silence, not eat meat, and obey their abbot and prior.  The final sentence is 
what interested the commentators:]  Nor should the abbot think that he can dispense any monk so that he 
may have private property, because the abdication of property, like the keeping of chastity, is so annexed to 
the monastic rule, that the supreme pontiff cannot grant license against it. 

Annexed (Hostiensis, Pennington 68, 71): Others say that, although the monastic vow is part of the very 
substance of the monastic life, nevertheless, the pope can do this with his plenitude of power, as if one 
would say that he acts not with ordained, but with his absolute power.  With this power he can change the 
substance of a thing ... and make something out of nothing. ...  And one may not object that this is contrary 
to Innocent’s statement, because when the pope says that he cannot, this is understood as “it is not 
appropriate that he do this.”  <These things are annexed to the order [of monks] as a matter of positive law, 
which I prove thus:  A monk is nothing other than one who is solitary and sad.  [C.16 q.1 c.8]  Anything 
therefore that is added to this is imposed by positive law.  From which it appears that the pope can dispense 
a monk to have private property or take a wife, since no one doubts that he could take away entirely the 
religion or order and nature or substance which he gave to the order, as my master [Innocent IV] says.>  [In 
the printed edition the material from the second recension was substituted for that from the first.] 

The supreme pontiff (Hostiensis, Pennington 69) [From the second rescension]: Except for cause.  
Although the pope could dispense, if there were no just cause, the pope granting the dispensation sins and so 
does he whom he dispensed.  A dispensation of the pope granting property to a monk and like sort is never 
valid, although for cause he can grant to a monk that he go on a pilgrimage and take expenses for the 
journey with him.  These, however, he possesses in the name of his monastery not in his own, and he can 
never make a testament about them.  And these things are true unless a great and true cause is present.  But 
what if the pope dispenses a monk in a situation where he ought not to have dispensed him, for example that 
he take a wife, and there is no necessity or utility in the dispensation?  I reply that if the woman whom he 
marries believes the dispensation well and lawfully made, the marriage stands, and the monk is bound to 
render the debt, but he cannot require it without sin.  If, on the other hand, the pope concedes to some monk 
that he have private property and there is no cause, the dispensation is entirely void, nor does it excuse him.  
The reason for the difference [in result in the two situations] is this: because no one is prejudiced by the 
dispensation to have private property and no one gains or loses except he who has the dispensation.  
Therefore the dispensation is not valid for him unless there is cause.  It is otherwise in the case of marriage, 
where the dispensation benefits or prejudices another, specifically the spouse.  And therefore it is to be said 
that the marriage stands, lest she who contracted it with the authority of the prince might seem to be 
deceived, argument [C.2.44.1; X 3.24.5].  It does not benefit the monk, however.  He always sins in 
requiring the debt.  Some people say, and indeed not badly, that just as a dispensation of the pope against an 
express or tacit vow or against the Gospel does not profit unless there is cause made, so too it is to be 
understood if he dispenses in those things which are against the general state of the church ... .  This, 
however, is not true in those dispensations which are only against the positive law, as appears in those 
statutes promulgated concerning orders to be taken within a certain time ... or that someone cannot have two 
cures of souls ... .  In these dispensations the will alone of the dispensor suffices even without cause.  Out of 
this is shown that if only the constituted will is the cause why something is prohibited, by consequence only 
the contrary will is the cause why the prohibition is relaxed, for it belongs to him to destroy the law who 
makes it and interprets it.  The prince is also not bound by his laws although it is fitting that he observe them 
[C.1.14.4] and a thing easily returns to its nature ... .  Others than the pope cannot dispense with the laws 
without cause, and if they do the dispensation is invalid and revoked and the dispensors punished. ...  But for 
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cause the pope can dispense a monk to have private property.  For what if all Christianity or a large part of is 
were in danger unless a monk became king, perchance that there is no one else who knows how to and can 
govern the realm?  Would you not say that the monk should be king in this case?  Should he not offer 
himself entirely as a sacrifice to God to serve him who chose him to serve in a matter that pleases him more?  
But it pleases God above all else to preserve his rational and bodily creation for which he himself laid down 
his life.  The greater good is to be preferred to the less and the common utility to the private ... .  Further, if 
for common utility a monk can be made a bishop ... and even a clerk or rector with care of souls, ... why in 
the same manner can he not be king?  What if Christianity would not be safe unless he took the kingdom as 
his own and left it to his sons whom he had before he became a monk?  What if those who had the power to 
give the kingdom, the heir to which was a girl, said to him ‘we are ready to give you the girl and the 
kingdom, but if you refuse we will give it to a tyrant or to some infidel’?  In such a case do you place such 
value on the contemplation of one monk or the continence of one man, and do you think God so cruel that he 
would not provide by the dispensation of his vicar for such a multitude of Christians?  Should it not be said 
that the pope can dispense in such a case, since greater power than this seems to be given to him ... .  Surely, 
it is to be believed that it would please God more if what was useful for the community was chosen. 

8. X 5.31.8 

(Clement III, Sicut iure) (1191–8) 

Clement III to the bishop Faustinus: 

Just as the uniting of bishoprics and subjecting them to the rule of others is known to pertain to the 
supreme pontiff, so does the union of churches of his diocese and the subjection of same pertain to the 
bishop.  Since, therefore, the prior of Grandi subjected or united his monastery, which is in your diocese and 
ought to be ordered by your consent, to the monastery of Accato, without obtaining your assent, you are 
permitted to strike down by our authority what was done without your being consulted, notwithstanding the 
assent or confirmation which the metropolitan is said to have interposed.  Since he ought not attempt 
anything contrary to the canonical sanctions in the diocese of his suffragan without the latter’s consent, we 
also decree that it is void. 

Bishop (Hostiensis, Pennington, 72–3):  But not in the same way, because the pope can do this without 
consulting the churches [C.9 q.3 c.17 and c.21] ... .  But a bishop cannot do this without the approval of the 
clerks and the consent of both churches.  [X 3.10.1; X 3.13.1]  ...  But the pope is not wont in these cases and 
in others specially reserved to him, as in the preceding verses, to proceed without the advice of his brethren, 
that is, the cardinals.  Nor can he do this of his ordinary power, as in [X 1.10.1], although it is otherwise of 
his absolute power, as in [X 3.8.4]. 

C. PRINCEPS LEGIBUS SOLUTUS, DIGNA VOX, POTESTAS ABSOLUTA 

1. D.1.3.31(30) 

(Princeps legibus solutus with the Accursian gloss) 

Ulpian, Lex Julia et Papia, book 5.  The emperor is not bound by statutes.  And though the empress is 
bound by them, nevertheless, emperors give the empress the same privileges as they have themselves. 

By statutes.  Whether made by another [D.4.8.4] or by himself [D.4.8.51], by his will, however, he 
subjects himself [to them].  [C.1.14(17).4; JI.2.17.8] and [C.6.23.3; 6.61.7; D.32.[1].23.] are relevant. 

 Code 1.14(17).4. See below. 

 Institutes 2.17.8: And there are numerous rescripts of the Emperors Severus and Antoninus to the 
same purpose [refusing to accept an inheritance under a legally-deficient will]: “for though,” they say, “the 
laws do not bind us, yet we live in obedience to them.” 

  Code 6.23.3: Alexander Severus to Antigonus [232]: It has frequently been laid down that 
not even the emperor can vindicate an inheritance from an incomplete will.  Although the law of imperium 
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frees the emperor from the solemnities of the law, nothing nonetheless is so proper to imperium than to live 
according to the laws. 

 Digest 32.1.23: Paul, Sentences, book 5: For the emperor to vindicate legacies or fideicommissa 
under an imperfect will is shameless.  For it is proper that so great a majesty should observe the laws from 
which he is deemed to be himself exempt. 

2. JI.1.2.6 

(Quod principi placuit with the Accursian gloss) 

Again, what pleases the prince has the force of law, the people having conferred on him and in him all 
their imperium and power by the lex regia. 

Pleases.  To wit, for the purposes of making a common law, otherwise it is not a common law, as 
follows, and [C.7.45.7], <for it is said there: not every word of a judge is a sentence, and thus not every 
word of the prince is law.>  [The matter in diamond brackets is not in all the manuscripts.] 

Has the force.  That is, it is a lex and is to be observed as a lex. 

Lex.  Which we do not have. 

Regia. By this law it was provided that the power of making law be transferred from the people to the 
prince, as this and [D.1.2.2.8] <and this lex regia we do not have because it was made about transferring 
regality, that is imperium.> 

Imperium.  To be transferred from the people to the prince. 

On him. So far as honor is concerned. 

In him.  So far as responsibility is concerned. 

Conferred.  That is, handed over, so that the people itself no longer has this right, as [C.1.17.2.21; 
C.1.14.12].  But others say that even now the people can make laws, and that it is said that the prince alone 
can do this, this is true, “alone” being understand as no one else can do it alone, according to Azo.  [Some 
manuscripts add:]  And these things were true so long as imperium was with the Romans; today, however, it 
can be said to the contrary, according to everyone. 

3. C.1.14(17).4 

(Digna vox with the Accursian gloss) 

The emperors Theodosius [II] and Valentinan to Volusianus pretorian prefect (429) 

It is a cry worthy of the majesty of the one who reigns for the prince to profess himself bound by the 
laws, so much does our authority depend on the authority of the law.  And in truth it is greater in imperium 
to submit the principate to the laws.  And by the oracle of the present edict we indicate that we will not 
tolerate what we do not allow to ourselves. 

Cry worthy.  But how is it a worthy cry when it is false?  As [D.1.3.31(30); D.32.[1].23; Nov. 105.4; 
C.6.23.3]  I reply, it is worthy if he says that he wills, not that he is. ...  Others say that here he is permitted 
to lie.  ... 

So much.  That is, so much on the authority of the law does our authority, i.e., imperium, depend so that it 
is a cry worthy of the majesty of the one who reigns. 

On the authority.  This is the reason for the first statement, and what he says of law, understand of the lex 
regia, which concerns the transfer of imperium from the people to the prince ... . 

Principate.  Understand than the laws to the principate or to the imperium, which is to say, greater is the 
honor and greater the convenience, since imperium comes from fortune.  Whence it is said, if fortune wills 
you will become a consul, when you were an orator, and if the same fortune wills, you will become an orator 
when you were consul.  But the laws come forth from the divine nod ... and are immutable.  Accursius. 
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Oracle.  That is, example.  And where he says “edict,” here it means “general law”; otherwise edict is 
taken for the edict of the praetor.  Or you can say that oracle is what is granted by the speech or prayers of 
someone.  Or oracle is the divine will declared in the mouth of man. ... 

What.  To wit, that we are not bound by the laws. 

Indicate.  To wit, to our successor, and he does not say “we command,” because an equal does not have 
power over an equal. ... 

4. Pierre de Mornay, Quaestio 

(Pennington, 99–101) (1278) 

The third question was this [the first two are irrelevant here]: There was a custom in Brittany that if 
anyone of the jurisdiction of the count [?duke] of Brittany was called before the count in either a civil or a 
criminal case, he could complain or appeal to the king of France, and thus the count could not further lay 
hands on the matter.  Then the king of France wished to remit this right to the count, indeed we put it that he 
did so de facto, without calling the barons.  Query whether this remission is valid or not?  And the doctor 
discussed this question briefly.  First, he argued that is valid according to the law, [C.1.19(22).2]  Since the 
king of France is reputed not to have a superior to himself in his lands, and hence by a certain error he 
reputes himself to be the prince.  He can grant whatever rescript he wishes to in his subordinates, so long as 
the right of an adversary is not totally damaged or taken away.  By this remission the right of the barons was 
not taken away entirely nor that of any other subordinates, therefore, etc.  But the doctor in determining to 
the contrary said: Now something which would be tolerated in the persons of other lesser persons is reputed 
a great error and great iniquity [reading iniquitas] [when done to] many persons or those of a given province.  
[D.28.6.43; C.8.53(54).34] and especially by [D.1.16.6].  Sir Peter Mornay disputed these question in 1278 
on the Friday before Christmas. 

5. Guido of Suzzara on D.1.3.31(30) 

(Pennington, 106) (c. 1275) 

Again, when he submits himself to the laws as is proved in the laws now alleged, which at the beginning 
is a matter of will, to wit that he submit himself to the laws, becomes afterwards a matter of necessity.  As 
we say in a compromise, what in the beginning is voluntary, afterwards is of necessity, as [D.4.8.3.1], so 
[also] is it apparent in commodatum [D.13.6.17?] and in like matters [C.4.10.5].  Who will be the judge in 
such a question?  I reply: the proctor of Caesar, as in [C.3.26.5] and [C.2.36(37).2]. G. 

6. Marinus de Caramanico on the Liber Augustalis (c. 1278) 

(Pennington, 103–5) 

[Note: This work was written as a prologue to the Liber Augustalis, also known as the Liber consitutionum, the 
collection of statutes promulgated by Frederick II for the kingdom of Sicily in the mid-13th century.  Although 
Frederick was the Holy Roman Emperor, he promulgated the statutes in his capacity as king of Sicily.  The work of 
Marinus is available in a number of early printings of the Liber Augustalis, but the extracts translated here are from a 
modern edition, done from the manuscripts by Francesco Calasso, and printed as an appendix to his I Glossatori e la 
teoria della sovranità, 2d ed. (Milano, 1951), 181–208.] 

§ 1. ... This consitution of the prince is law and is observed as law in our kingdom of Sicily, as 
[D.1.2.2.12; I.1.2.6.]  § 2. And no one should think that the aforesaid Roman laws only apply to the prince, 
that is the Roman emperor, as [Nov. 143; C.1.14.12; C.1.17.2]. ... § 3. But we say the same thing about a 
free king, who is subject to the power of no one, to wit, that the king himself can make law, as [D.49.15.7.1], 
such as the king of Sicily, as we shall expound below.  Therefore we say boldly that a king can make a 
constitution for the subjects of his kingdom, and that he can even make law contrary to the common Roman 
law, as appears in [D.49.15.19]. ...  § 5. [Kings made laws before there was a Roman emperor.]  And on 
account of this, the legislator frequently recalls the royal laws, as [D.11.8.2] and in many other places, [and 
thus] both the laws and the decrees agree that royal like imperial dignity prevails in temporal things and has 
the plenitude of power. ...  § 6. ... Again, elsewhere [we read] that earthly things are possessed by the laws of 
kings, that is by human law, which is in the power of kings and which is in the laws [legibus] of kings and 
emperors, because God passes on to human kind human laws through the emperors and kings of the world, 
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as [D.8 c.1].  From which it appears that as we say that all things belong to the emperor, as [C.7.37.3], so we 
can say also about a king about everything in his kingdom. ...  § 10. ... Indeed, the curious reader will well 
note, how the legislator not mysteriously, where he recites how it came about recently that it was necessary 
that there be one consul for the republic, calls that one prince, as [D.1.2.2.11], and both the Digest and the 
Code have a title “Concerning the constitutions of princes” [C.1.14; D.1.4], and in all of of law he is for the 
most part called prince.  The name prince is common to both king, as [Nov. 47], and emperor, as [D.1.4.1] 
and to anyone else who is monarch, by whatever name he is called.  § 11. For the prince is called 
etymologically “first head,” and thus is given to understand that all laws that speak of the prince are to be 
understood of the king or the emperor or anyone else who has monarchy over his subjects living according 
to Roman law. ...  § 20. ... Moreover it is clear that the crime of treason [lese maiestatis et perduelionis] is 
committed in the kingdom of Sicily, although some people with too much subtlety are tempted to say to the 
contrary, alleging that majesty belongs only to the emperor, as appears in [C.9.8.6] and in the prologue to the 
Institutes at the beginning it says “The imperial majesty” and does not say “royal.”  But they speak rashly, 
because for majesty is also said to be in the king, as [C.2.15(16).1; C.1.14.4], where it speaks of the “majesty 
of one who reigns.” ...  For majesty means nothing other than superiority, and therefore even a people which 
is superior is said to have majesty, as [D.49.15.7.1]. ... § 21. ... It is clear by the same reasons that appeal 
cannot be taken from the king of Sicily, for, since he is a prince, it is foolish and vain to say that it is proper 
[fas] to appeal from a prince, as [D.49.2.1]. ... 

7. Beaumanoir on kingship 

([before 1296], [Pennington, 92] trans. [with modifications] from F.R.P. Akehurst, The Coutumes de Beauvasis of Philippe de 
Beaumanoir [Philadelphia, 1992]) 

§ 1103. ... It is also the king’s right, notwithstanding any waiver that anyone has put into writing, whether 
general or special, that the king may, if the debtor is joining the king’s army or going on crusade against the 
enemies of the faith, have the debt postponed [aterminer], according to the needs of those going with him, or 
who are going on some necessary business at his command, for what he wants to do should be taken for law.  
But this can be done by no one but him in the kingdom of France. 

§ 1510. There are exceptional times when you cannot and should not do what has been lawful [pour 
droit] by long custom and practice, for example anyone can know that there are two kinds of times: war and 
peace.  And it is reasonable for peace time to be dealt with according to the usage and custom which has 
been habitual and developed [usees et acoustumees] over a long period for life in peacetime ... .  But in times 
of war or fear of war, kings and princes, lords who hold directly from the king [barons] and lower ones, 
have to do many things which, if they were done in times of peace, would be wrongs towards their subjects; 
but the emergency [tans de necessité] excuses them, so the king can make new laws for the common good of 
the kingdom: for example, when he thinks he will have to defend his land or attack someone who has 
wronged him, he is accustomed to order that gentlemen who are squires be all made knights, and the rich 
men and poor should furnish armor, each according to his position and that towns should repair their 
fortifications [services] and their fortresses, and that everyone be ready to move when the king gives the 
order.  The king can give all such laws and others which seem right to him and his counsel in time of war, or 
fear of war to come; and the barons can  do the same in their lands, provided it is not in order to take arms 
[emprendre] against the king. 

§ 1512.  No one can make a new law [establissement] which  will be enforced as such [pour droit], or a 
new market, or new customs, except the king in the kingdom of France, save in times of emergency 
[necessité], for in those times every baron can force the sale of his subject’s goods, as we have said above; 
but they cannot make new markets, nor new customs [coustumes] without the king’s permission.  But the 
king can do this when he likes, and when he sees it is for the common good, for example, we see the king 
giving new customs every day to certain towns which are his own or to certain lords among his subjects, for 
example to repair bridges or roads, or churches, or various other public words [aaisemens communs]; in such 
cases the king can act, but not others. 
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§ 1513.  You should know that if the king makes some new law for the common good, it does not affect 
things done in the past, nor things which will happen in the future, until observance of the law has been 
ordered. ... 

§ 1515.  Although the king can make new laws, he must take great care to make them for reasonable 
causes and for the common good, and after much consultation [par grant conseil], and especially they must 
not be made against God or against morality [bonnes meurs]; for if he did (which will never happen, with 
God’s help), his subjects should not permit it, for each person should above all things love and fear God with 
all his heart and for the honor of Holy Church, and after that his earthly lord.  And everyone should obey the 
commandments of our Lord in the hope of the reward of heavenly treasures [des biens celesiaus], and after 
that obey his earthly lord according to what one should do for one’s temporal goods [les possessions 
temporeus].  Here ends the chapter on laws and times of emergency. 

8. Bracton on kingship (c. 1230?) 

(Pennington, 92–3) 

[What follows is derived from the translation by S. E. Thorne; matter included in diamond brackets indicates what 
Thorne believes to have been glosses by a later author, which were incorporated into the text; matter included in square 
brackets are additions by Thorne.  The citations are provided by Thorne and are not, as they are in previous extracts, in 
the text itself.] 

[fol. 7a] The king has no equal within his realm, <Subjects cannot be equals of the ruler [cf. D.4.7.3.pr], 
because he thereby lose his rule, since equal can have no authority over equal.> nor a fortiori a superior, 
because he would then be subject to those subjected to him.  The king must not be under man but under God 
and under the law, because law makes the king, <Let him therefore bestow upon the law what the law 
bestows upon him, namely, rule and power.> for there is no rex where will rules rather than lex.  Since he is 
the vicar of God, <And that he ought to be under the law appears by the analogy of Jesus Christ, whose 
vicegerent on earth he is, for though many ways were open to Him for his ineffable redemption the human 
race, the true mercy of God chose this most powerful way to destroy the devil’s work, he would use not the 
power of force but the reason of justice.  Thus he willed himself to be under the law that he might redeem 
those who live under it. [Cf. Gal. 4:5.]  For He did not wish to use force but judgment.  [Cf. Leo the Great in 
P.L. 54:196.]  And in that same way the Blessed Mother of God, the Virgin Mary, Mother of our Lord,, who 
by an extraordinary privilege was above law, nevertheless, in order to show an example of humility, did not 
refuse to be subjected to established law.  Let the king, therefore, do the same, lest his power remain 
unbridled.> there ought to be no one in his kingdom who surpasses him in the doing of justice, but he ought 
to be the last, or almost so, to receive it, when he is plaintiff.  If it is asked of him, since no writ runs against 
him there will [only] be opportunity for a petition, that he correct and amend this act; if he does not, it is 
punishment enough for him that he await God’s vengeance.  No one may presume to question his acts, much 
less contravene them. 

[fol. 107a-107b] Since nothing pertaining to the clerical estate is relevant to this treatise, we therefore 
must see who, in matters pertaining to the realm, [has ordinary jurisdiction, and then who] ought to act as 
judge.  It is clear that it is the king himself and no other, could he do so unaided, for to that he is held bound 
by virtue of his oath.  For at his coronation the king must swear, having taken an oath in the name of Jesus 
Christ, these three promises to the people subject to him:  In the first place, that to the utmost of his power 
he will employ his might to secure and will enjoin that true peace shall be maintained for the church of God 
and all Christian people throughout his reign.  Secondly, that he will forbid rapacity to his subjects of all 
degrees.  Thirdly, that he will cause all judgments to be given with equity and mercy, so that he may himself 
be shown the mercy of a clement and merciful God, in order that by his justice all men may enjoy unbroken 
peace.  To this end is a king made and chosen, that he do justice to all men <that the Lord may dwell in him, 
and he by His judgments may separate> and sustain and uphold what he has rightly adjudged, for if there 
were no one to do justice peace might easily be driven away and it would be to no purpose to establish laws 
(and do justice) were there no one to enforce them.  The king, since he is the vicar of God on earth, must 
distinguish jus from injuria, equity from iniquity [D.1.1.1.], that all his subjects may live uprightly, none 
injure another, and by a just award each to be restored to what which is his own [I.1.1.3; D.1.1.10.1].  He 
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must surpass in power all those subjected to him, <He ought to have no peer, much less a superior, 
especially in the doing of justice, that it may truly be said of him, “Great is our lord and great is his virtue 
etc.,” [Ps. 146:5] though in suing for justice he ought not to rank above the lowliest of the kingdom.> 
nevertheless, since the heart of a king ought to be in the hands of God, [Prov. 21:1; C.1.1.8.3] let him, that 
he be not unbridled, put on the bridle of temperance and the reins of moderation, lest being unbridled, he be 
drawn toward injustice.  For the king, since he is the minister and vicar of God on earth, can do nothing save 
what he can do de jure, <despite the statement that the will of the prince has the force of law, [I.1.2.6; 
D.1.4.1pr] because there follows at the end of the lex the words ‘since by the lex regia, which was made 
with respect to his sovereignty’; nor is that anything rashly put forward of his own will, [I.1.2.6, gloss on 
placuit “not every word of a judge is a sentence just like not every word of the prince is law.”] what has 
been rightly decided with the counsel of his magnates, deliberation and consultation having been had 
thereon, the king giving it auctoritas.>  His power is that of jus, not injuria <and since it is he from whom 
jus proceeds, from the source whence jus takes its origin no instance of injuria ought to arise, [C.8.4.6] and 
also, what one is bound by virtue of his office to forbid to others, he ought not to do himself. [D.8.5.15]> as 
vicar and minister of God on earth, for that power only is from God, <the power of iniuria however, is from 
the devil, not from God, and the king will be the minister of him whose work he performs,> whose work he 
performs.  Therefore, as long as he does justice he is the vicar of the Eternal King, but the devil’s minster 
when he deviates into injustice.  For he is called rex not from reigning but from ruling well, since he is a 
king as long as he rules well but a tyrant when he oppresses by violent domination the people entrusted to 
his care.  [John of Salisbury, Policraticus, 8.17]  Let him, therefore, temper his power by law, which is the 
bridle of power, that he may live according to the laws, for the law of mankind has decreed that his own 
laws bind the lawgiver, [D.2.2; D.2.2.1] and elsewhere in the same source, it is a saying worthy of the 
majesty of a ruler that the prince acknowledge himself bound by the laws.  [C.1.14.4]  Nothing is more 
fitting to the sovereign than to live by the laws, [C.6.23.3] nor is there any greater sovereignty than to govern 
according to law, [C.1.14.4] and he ought properly to yield to the law what the law has bestowed upon him, 
for the law makes him king. 

D. NATURAL LAW, POSITIVE LAW, PROCEDURAL RIGHTS 

1. Guido of Suzzara on D.1.3.31(30) 

(see above, C4) 

2. Johannes Monachus on Extrav. com. 2.3.1 

(Boniface VIII, Rem non novam) (1303; gloss written before 1313) 

Boniface VIII: 

A matter not new do we approach, nor are walking on an unaccustomed road, but one trod with the 
footprints of preceding law, we confirm with the undoubted strength of this present constitution, [and] we 
make it stable with unbroken strength.  It is indeed already sanctioned that an edict of public citation having 
been put forth binds him who impedes and hides himself so that the citation cannot come to him and that he 
appears contumacious, who so behaves, and that in the album of the praetor such edicts put forward bind 
those who are subject to his jurisdiction and they bind more than if they [the defendants] are cited by the 
crier’s voice, which is known to few, or by letters.  For the law which puts forward such a method for 
citations is believed violently to have presumed, that what is open to be read in the same album by the eyes 
of so many people frequenting the public place of the same album will come to the notice of the person 
cited.  Whence to give full reading and notice to all who are sanctioned it is commanded that a law be 
sculpted on tablets or stones be written and affixed to the porches of the most holy church.  Having taken the 
aforesaid into due consideration and weighed them in the scales of irrefutable reason, who are known to be 
above all people by the disposition of the Lord, wishing by this new constitution something to be more 
specifically discovered about the aforesaid statutes, declare with the advice of our brethren, and nonetheless 
confirm and by this edict to be forever valid, that citations by apostolic authority of any persons 
whencesoever and wheresoever they are, of whatever status, dignity or preeminence, whether ecclesiastical 
or worldly, even if they shine with imperial or regal dignity, especially if they impede or see to it through 
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themselves or others in any way that these citations do not come to them, making it that for any reason the 
domiciles of those cited cannot be safely or freely approached (since, as is written, we ought to judge 
whether it is possible for him [the ?summoner] to go where the citation is to be made); in like manner on the 
example of the aforesaid edicts put forward in the album of the praetor, even outside the solemn days in 
which the Roman pontiffs are accustomed to make general processes, citations publicly made by our special 
and knowing order in the audience of our letters or in the hall of our palace to be affixed to the doors of the 
church of the place in which the common Roman curia of all nations of Christian people resides, so that they 
can be apparent to all and thus brought to those cited shall be so valid and so bind those cited after the lapse 
of a term (a competent one of which we wish to be placed on the citations themselves, considering the 
distance of the places) as if they had come to them personally, notwithstanding any privileges, indulgences 
and letters apostolic both general and specific, granted to whatsoever persons endowed with pontifical, 
imperial, royal or other ecclesiastical or worldly dignity or to other inferior churches, monasteries, places, 
colleges and corporations in whatever form of words, even if it is necessary that special mention be made in 
our letters by which they are granted of them or of their entire contents word for word, or of the specific 
names of their persons, monasteries, churches, or of those places. 

Notwithstanding any privileges: On the evidence of the foregoing, I ask whether the pope could proceed 
against someone without citation?  And it would seem that he could, because he is above the law.  [X 3.4.8]  
Again because the prince is freed from the laws.  [D. 1.3.31(30).]  Again the pope has plenitude of power.  
[C.2 q.6 c.11; X 5.38.14; X 1.8.4.]  But on the other hand:  The citation is the beginning of the judicial 
process, as is noted above, and as you find in [X 2.19.11], and it is not possible to proceed to the end of the 
judicial process, which is the sentence, without the beginning. ...  No one can be above the law which he has 
not laid down, but [the law that the pope makes] presupposes what has been laid down.  But the pope or a 
simple man laid down none of the said laws [iurium, perhaps “rights”] [C.25 q.1 c.6], therefore he has power 
over none of them.  The major [premise] is apparent; the minor is also apparent so far as eternal law [lex], or 
eternal ius, or divine or natural, and so far human ius derived from natural [is concerned] ... .  The 
conclusion therefore follows, to wit, that the pope has power over only of the law that is said to be of the 
fifth mode, to wit law purely positive.  It remains, however, to see if citation is of natural law or of human 
law derived from natural, so that the conclusion follows from the premise, since if the pope has no power 
over such laws as appears in what preceded, the consequence is that he can proceed against no one without 
having issued a citation ... .  Since it is not possible to understand or to know fully a fact or justice or 
injustice without the presence of the person against whom the judgment is to be rendered, [C.30 q.5 p.c.9; X 
2.27.18; C.11 q.3 c.76], then it is necessary that he be cited or called.  And the pope cannot omit this, nor 
any lesser judge, because thereby he would omit the cognitio [a play on words, literally “understanding,” but 
also the technical term for a judicial hearing], which is of necessity required for a judgment ... .  And thus 
both the second and the third appear at the same time, to wit, that citation is of the natural law, and by 
consequence that the pope cannot proceed against anyone without having issued a citation.  And this 
constitution proves this evidently.  This is also plain in notorious matters in which, though the iuris ordo is 
not to be observed completely, it is to be observed in citation and sentencing.  [X 2.24.21; C.2 q.1 c.7; X 
4.19.13; C.2 q.1 c.15; note X 5.1.17]  And Genesis 18, where the fact was notorious, nevertheless God 
wanted to proof before he judged.  Nor does [X 5.1.9] stand in the way, for neither citation nor sentence is 
taken away there, because Genesis 3 proves them both necessary.  Again, anyone is presumed innocent 
unless he is proved guilty.  [X 2.23.16; X 1.12.1; D.40.4.20]  And the law is quicker to absolve than to 
condemn.  But perhaps you might say that the pope or another judge knows the cause and the truth of the 
matter in secret, in his capacity as a private person, but as a public person and therefore publicly the truth 
ought to be known to him, to wit by laws public, divine or human, together.  ...  To the third [objection; 
perhaps “second” is meant] it ought to be said that the will of the prince has the force of law if it is ruled by 
reason and comes about in the spirit of laying down law according to form of which it has been passed on, 
[C.1.14(17).8], for will is not a secure rule, as the Philosopher says in Politics 2.  When moreover the prince 
judges or renders sentence without discussion and examination of the cause he does not have a will regulated 
according to the right judgment of reason.  To the fourth [objection; perhaps “third” is meant] it ought to be 
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said that according to the Philosopher in Politics 1 there are two kinds of principate, despotic and political.  
The first is of the owner over a slave who does not have the right to resist, because he is the slave of his 
owner entirely according to this manner.  The second is the principate over children, who have the right of 
resisting in anything [?], and such is the principate of the church over her subjects.  It is not plausible that the 
principate of the church is despotic.  We are not the children of the slave woman but of the free woman for 
which liberty Christ freed us, Galatians 4[:31, reading nos for non].  Johannes Monachus, Cardinal. 
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